LTI – Oracle Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
One of the key focus areas for CIOs today is laying the foundation for digital transformation, by migrating applications to SaaS models. Oracle has emerged as a leading SaaS vendor, with its diversified products across functions
such as ERP, HCM, SCM, Customer Experience, Enterprise Performance Management.
In this disruptive environment, we at LTI strive towards providing innovative and quality Oracle SaaS solutions to
our clients which spins more around business and less around IT. LTI is committed towards investing in Oracle
SaaS Solutions, building competency and providing best-in-class and cutting-edge solutions to its customers.
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Plug & Play Solutions,

• Oracle Platinum and Cloud Select Partner
• Oracle Specialized SaaS Partner and Co-Innovation Partner
• Gartner highlighted LTI as “recognized Consulting & SI Partner for Cloud Service”
• Recognized by Forrester’s for Innovative and Agile SaaS Solutions
• Cost effective and proven delivery model for cloud implementations
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Our Differentiators
Unique tools and utilities, including data migration workbench, automation scripts, reusable assets and
light Java stubs that enable faster cloud migration
Part of Cloud Advisory Board – Actively involved in defining Cloud Product Strategy
and Roadmap
Over two decades of experience in legacy ERP suites, backed by highly experienced business analysts and
Design Thinking specialists
Ready infrastructure for Center of Excellence (COE)– Dedicated servers for training/sandbox, POCs, demo,
tools and accelerators
Ready-to-use solutions built across various engagements and evolved through CoE refinements; key assets
with track record of successful implementations and levers for predictability of results

Experience
LTI has delivered business value to its clients on various occasions. Some of them are listed below:
• 60% shorter O2C processing time in an CRM integrated ERP Cloud implementation at a fast growing
medical device manufacturer
• 62% faster employee assessment and hiring with Cloud HCM and Taleo at a regional real estate and
construction major
• 32% improved sales promotions effectiveness with Sales Cloud, and 35% reduced efforts Planning Budgeting
Cloud at a media giant
• 35% improved people experience for 19,000+ employees, and 10% improved recruitment speed with Cloud
HCM and Taleo at a banking major
• 37% faster insurance renewals with CPQ at a global financial services major
• 65% improved campaign effectiveness with Eloqua at a IT Services company
• 33% Cost Reduction for IT systems & global process harmonization with Cloud HCM platform at a hi-tech company
• 18% reduced sales call handling time with OCOD & Eloqua at a European medical equipment company

LTI (NSE: LTI, BSE: 540005) is a global technology consulting and digital solutions Company helping more than 300 clients
succeed in a converging world. With operations in 30 countries, we go the extra mile for our clients and accelerate their digital
transformation with LTI’s Mosaic platform enabling their mobile, social, analytics, IoT and cloud journeys. Founded in 1997 as a
subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited, our unique heritage gives us unrivaled real-world expertise to solve the most complex
challenges of enterprises across all industries. Each day, our team of more than 25,000 LTItes enable our clients to improve the
effectiveness of their business and technology operations, and deliver value to their customers, employees and shareholders.
Find more at www.Lntinfotech.com or follow us at @LTI_Global

info@Lntinfotech.com

